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la. Solve the BVP d
2
y _ 2y = 0 y(O) = I; dYdx(l) = 0

dx2

Choose h=0.2. Use second-order backward difference scheme for the boundary

condition at x= 1.

1b. Solve the BVP by finite difference method

d4----? + 81y = 81x2
dx

with boundary conditions y(O)=y(l)= y"(O)=y"(l)=O. Choose h=1I3.
[ Note y' denotes dy/dx ] [5+5]

2a. Describe the quasilinearization technique to solve the following non- linear BVP

iteratively through the finite difference method.

d2y dy 2 2--(-) - y+ y +1=0
dx2 dx '

with y(0)=0.5, y(1t)=-0.5.

Derive the system of equations at each iteration level when h= 1t/4.

2b. Construct the resulting block tri-diagonal system at any iteration step to solve the

following non-linear BVP through a central difference scheme. Use the Newton's

linearization technique to cope with the nonlinearity.

I"' + / t' + (/')2 = °
/(0) = 0, /"(0) = 0, /'(5) = 1.

Solutions are not required. [ 5+5]
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3a.
au a2u

Consider the following scheme for the PDE - = --2 ;at ax
n+1 n-i 2 (n {n+ 1 n-l } n) 0U. - U. - r U. 1 - U. + U. + U. 1 =
1 1 1+ 1 1 l=:

Find the order of accuracy and check for consistency of the scheme. Here r=k/h '

aU 02U
at ox2'

with u(x,O)= sinnx, u(O,t)=u(l,t)=O for the first time step by Crank-Nicholson scheme

with h=1I4 and r=1/6. [4+6]

3b. Solve the PDE

flu a2u
4a. Solve the Laplace equation --2 + --2 = 0; 0 < x < 1,0 < Y < 1. Chooseax ay
step-size for both the variables as 114. On the boundary,

u(x,y) = eO.2m sin(O.2JZ)l)

4b. Use ADI scheme to discretise the PDE

au a2u a2u- = --2 + --2 ; t > 0, - 1< x < 1; - 1< Y < 1.
at ax 8y

Subject to the conditions:

u(x,y,0)=cosrexl2 cosrey/2 and u(x,y,t)=O on the boundary.

Derive the system of algebraic equations to be solved for step size along x and y-

directions as 0.2S and r=1I6. (Solutions are NOT required). [S+S]

Sa. Discretize the following PDE through the upwind scheme
au au
- + c - = 0; 0 < x < 00, t > 0
01 ox

where c is a real number. Check for stability of this scheme. Derive the Lax-
Wendroffscheme for above PDE. [2+2+2]

Sb. Solve for first time steps through the first-order upwind scheme the following PDE
au x-o.s au-+ =0; O<x<l,t>O.at 2 ox

with u(x,O)= x2, O~x~l; u(x,O)=o, x>l, and u(O,t)=O. Choose h=J/4 and u=I12. [4]
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